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REPUTATION IN BARGAINING AND DURABLE
GOODS MONOPOLY
BY LAWRENCEM. AUSUBELAND RAYMONDJ. DENECKERE1
discrete-timegame.
This paperanalyzesdurablegoodsmonopolyin an infinite-horizon,
We prove that, as the time intervalbetweensuccessiveoffersapproacheszero, all seller
payoffs between zero and static monopoly profits are supportedby subgameperfect
equilibria.This reversesa well-knownconjectureof Coase.Alternatively,one can interpret
the modelas a sequentialbargaininggamewithone-sidedincompleteinformationin which
an uninformedseller makes all the offers. Our folk theoremfor seller payoffs equally
appliesto the set of sequentialequilibriaof this bargaininggame.
KEYwoRDs:Durablegoods monopoly,bargaining,Coase conjecture,reputation,folk
theorem.

1. INTRODUCTION

ASSUMETHATA SINGLEFIRMCONTROLSthe supply of an infinitely durable good.

In a classic paper, Ronald Coase (1972) asked what sales plan this monopolist
would adopt to maximize her profits. Coase provided a partial answer by
observingthat the naivepolicy of foreverofferingthe good at a static monopoly
price is not credible.To paraphraseMartinHellwig(1975), the monopolistwho
announcessuch a policy cannot "keep a straightface"-she has an irresistable
temptation to cut the price at future dates, to generate additional sales and
profits. Coase supplementedhis answer by conjecturingthat, with rational
consumerexpectations,"the competitiveoutcomemay be achievedeven if there
is but a single supplier."Several subsequentauthors have produced models
possessingsubgameperfectequilibriawhich supportCoase'sconjecture.
Nevertheless,Coase'soriginalpuzzleconcerningthe optimalmonopolypricing
rule remainsessentiallyunsolved.In this paper,we proposean answer:the firm
introducesthe durablegood at approximatelythe staticmonopolyprice.She then
follows the slowest rate of price descent that enables her to maintain her
credibility. As the time interval between successiveperiods of the game approacheszero, the rate of descentcan be made arbitrarilyslow while preserving
subgame perfection.This enables the supplierto earn nearly static monopoly
1 The authors'workwas supportedin partby NationalScienceFoundationGrantsSES-85-69701
and IST-86-09129,by the KelloggSchool'sPagetResearchFundand EsmarkResearchChair,and by
National ScienceFoundationGrantSES-83-20464at the Institutefor MathematicalStudiesin the
Social Sciences,StanfordUniversity,Stanford,California.The appendicesmake substantialuse of
ideas and analysis containedin the papers of Fudenberg,Levine, and Tirole (1985) and Gul,
Sonnenschein,and Wilson(1986).We learneda greatdeal fromthese authors,and we are glad to be
able to acknowledgeour intellectualdebt here. We would also like to thank VaradarajanChari,
KennethJudd,David Kreps,and RogerMyersonfor helpfulsuggestionsand stimulatingdiscussions,
and two anonymousrefereesfor commentswhichgreatlyimprovedthe expositionof this paper.The
usual disclaimerapplies.
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profits.Thus it is possible,even in a durablegoods market,that a monopolyis a
monopoly.2

The identical reasoning carries over to bargaininggames with incomplete
information,since essentiallythe same mathematicalmodel may depict either a
continuumof actualconsumerswith differentvaluationsor a singlebuyerwith a
continuumof possible valuations.Thus, in an infinite-horizonbargaininggame
where the seller makesrepeatedoffersto a buyer whose valuationshe does not
know, we prove that there exist sequentialequilibriawhere the seller extracts
essentiallymonopolysurplus.
In contrast, the Coase conjecturepredicts that the monopolist'sinitial offer
inexorablydescendstowardmarginalcost (and her profitsapproachzero) as the
time intervalbetweenperiodsshrinksto zero.The intuitionbehindthe conjecture
is that, once any initial quantityof the good has been sold, the monopolistis
always tempted to sell additionaloutput, until the competitivelevel is reached.
But if consumersexpect the monopolistto flood the market"in the twinklingof
an eye" (Coase (1972)), they will decline to purchase at prices much above
marginalcost.
Bulow (1982) analyzedCoase'sreasoningin a finite-horizonmodel. By backward induction, Bulow calculatedthe monopolist'sbest action in each period
before the last and showedthat it is alwaysto chargeunambiguouslyless than
the static monopoly price. Stokey (1981) studied the monopolist who lacks
model. She constructedan equilibrium
commitmentpowersin an infinite-horizon
which is the limit of the unique equilibriaof finite-horizonversions of the
same model, and demonstratedthat it satisfies the Coase conjecture. Gul,
Sonnenschein,and Wilson(1986)discovereda continuumof additionalsubgame
perfect equilibriain the infinite-horizongame. However,they proved that these
weak-Markovequilibria(subgameperfect equilibriain which buyers use "stationary"strategies)behavequalitativelylike the backwardinductionequilibrium
-the initial price convergesto marginalcost.?
The noncooperativebargainingliteraturedevelopedin parallelto the study of
durable goods monopoly.4To escape from Rubinstein's(1982) completeinformation result that all bargainingis concludedin the first round, this literature
introducedincompleteinformationinto the bargainingprocess.Incompleteinformation often added a continuumof sequentialequilibria(e.g., Fudenbergand
Tirole (1983)). One modelingtechnique,however,offeredapparentpromisefor
2 This provides an answerto Coase'spuzzle by identifyingthe equilibriumwhich (subjectto
credibility)is most favorableto the firm.Giventhat the firmis a monopolistand has the sole ability
to makeoffers,this equilibriumcertainlyseemsquitesensible.However,we showin Theorem6.4 that
there exists a continuumof otherequilibria,in which the monopolistmay earn substantiallylower
profits.
3 Bond and Samuelson(1984)examineda durablegood subjectto depreciation.
The prospectof
replacementsales reducesthe monopolist'stendencyto cut prices,when the time intervalbetween
periods is positive;however,Coase'slimitingresultcontinuesto hold. Kahn (1986) consideredthe
case of increasingmarginalcost and showedthat this providesthe durablegoods monopolistwith
Consequently,initialpricedoes not converge
some incentivenot to flood the marketinstantaneously.
to marginalcost.
4 For a thoroughreviewof this literature,
see Rubinstein(1987).
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yielding results with greaterpredictivevalue: restrictingthe game to one-sided
offers with one-sided uncertainty.When the uninformedparty makes all the
offers (the informedparty only respondingwith "yes" or "no"), the complications of strategiccommunicationlargelydisappear.One may have (unjustifiably
and, we will show, incorrectly)conjecturedfrom this literaturethat the multiplicity of equilibriumoutcomesvanishedas well.
Sobel and Takahashi(1983) wrote the first paper to explore this approach.
Their results mirrorthose obtainedby Bulow (1982) and Stokey (1981) in the
durablegoods monopolycontext.Fudenberg,Levine,and Tirole(1985) analyzed
two distinct cases in the infinite-horizongame. In the case where the buyer's
valuationis known discretelyto exceed the seller's,they proved that the model
genericallyhas a uniquesequentialequilibriumand that thereis a finite time by
which all negotiationsconclude.In the second (and, we think,more reasonable)
case where there is no gap between the lowest buyer valuationand the seller's
valuation,they demonstratedthe existenceof a backwardinductionequilibrium.
All of the equilibriathey constructedare weak-Markovand can be shown to
satisfy the Coase conjecture.
The main result of our paperis a folk theoremfor sellerpayoffs,for the "no
gap" case. -As the time intervalbetween successiveperiods approacheszero in
durable goods monopoly (bargaining),the set of monopolist (seller) payoffs
associated with subgameperfect (sequential)equilibriaexpands to the entire
intervalfrom zero to static monopolyprofits.
We prove our Folk Theoremby constructing"reputationalequilibria"consisting of a main price path and a punishmentpath. The main path startswith an
(but positive)real-time
arbitraryinitial price and followswith an arbitrarily-slow
rate of sales. The punishmentpath is takenfrom a weak-Markovequilibrium.As
the time intervalbetweenperiodsapproacheszero, adherenceto the main path
becomes subgame perfect, because (by the Coase conjecture)the punishment
becomes increasingly severe. Continuouslyvarying the initial price and the
subsequentrate of sales yields all levels of profit.
Let us providean interpretationof theseequilibria.Initially,consumersbelieve
they are facing a strongmonopolistwho will continueto adhereto the mainprice
path specified in the equilibrium.However,the moment a deviation from the
main pricepath occurs,consumersdecidethey aredealingwith a weakmonopolist
who has read the Coase (1972)paper(and believesits message).The prospectof
ruiningher reputationthus detersthe monopolistfrom ever deviating.
Observethat the vast multiplicityof equilibriain the currentgame is not due
to the presenceof incompleteinformation."Reputation,"in our equilibria,does
not involve the seller's type5-buyers have no beliefs to be updated when
off-equilibriumbehavioris observed.Indeed,the durablegoods monopolymodel
is a game of completeinformation.In the bargaininginterpretationof the model,
the only (observable)off-equilibrium
buyerbehaviorwhichcontinuesthe gameis
5One can also introducereputationeffectsby addingbuyeruncertaintyabout the monopolist's
marginalcost.
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rejectionof a nonpositiveoffer,and so thereis little or no scope for the seller to
make alternativeinferencesabout the buyer's type. Hence, an equilibriumrefinementwhich acts only to constrainoff-equilibriumbeliefs about type would
have no effect on the set of equilibriumpayoffs.Alternatively,one can limit the
set of outcomes by restrictingattentionto weak-Markovequilibria.We do not
find this restrictioncompletelynaturaland, in any case, it is interestingto see
what equilibriaarisewhen the Markovianassumptionis relaxed.
We extend and use two types of results(which seeminglyendorse the Coase
conjecture)to prove our folk theorem (which reversesthe Coase conjecture).
After describingthe model (Section2 ) and presentinga linearexample(Section
3), we first demonstratea generalexistence result on weak-Markovequilibria
(Section 4). We then show thatpricepaths associatedwith weak-Markovequilibria are uniformlylow comparedto the demandcurve(Section5). In Section6, we
proceed to establish the folk theorem for seller payoffs, under very general
conditions.We concludewith Section7.
2. THE MODEL

We consider a marketfor a good which is infinitely durable,and which is
demandedonly in quantityzero or one. Thereis a continuumof infinitely-lived
consumers, indexed by q e I= [0,1]. The preferencesof these consumersare
completely specified by a monotone nonincreasing function f: [0,1] a- R + satisfying f(q) > 0 for q e [0,1), where f(q) denotes the reservationvalue of customer q, and by a common discount rate r. More precisely, if individual q
purchases the good at time t for the price pt, he derives a net surplus of
e- rt[f(q)
Consumersseek to maximizetheir net surplus.The monopolist,
pt].
meanwhile, faces a constant marginalcost of production, which we assume
(without loss of generality)to equal zero. Her objectiveis to maximizethe net
presentvalue of profits,using the same discountrate as consumers.
The monopolistoffersthe durablegood for sale at discretemomentsin time,
spaced equally apart. The symbol z will denote the time interval between
successive offers, and so sales occur at times t = 0, z, 2z,..., nz,.... We will
sometimes refer to the "period"n ratherthan to the "time" t (= nz). Within
each period, the timing of moves is as follows: first, the monopolist names a
price; then, consumerswho have not previouslypurchaseddecidewhetheror not
to buy. After a time intervalz elapses,play repeats.
A strategyfor the monopolistspecifiesthe price she will chargein each period,
as a function of the historyof priceschargedin previousperiodsand the history
of purchasesby consumers.A strategyfor a consumerspecifies,in each period,
whether or not to buy in that period, given the currentprice chargedand the
historyof past pricesand purchases.Formally,let G(z, r) denotethe abovegame
when the time intervalbetweensuccessivesalesis z and payoffsare discountedat
the rate r. Let a be a pure strategyfor the monopolist.Then a is a sequenceof
a
functions {fn),
The functionan at date nz determinesthe monopolist'sprice
in period n as a functionof the prices she chargedin previousperiods and the
-
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actions chosen by consumersin the past. We imposemeasurabilityrestrictionson
joint consumerstrategiesbelowwhichimply that the set of consumeracceptances
in period n, Q,, will be a measurableset, i.e.,Qne S2,where Q2is the Borel
a-algebra on I. Then an: yn X

n-

yn and
Qn the
y, with Y= [0, f(0)] and

n-fold Cartesianproductsof Y and Q2.A strategycombinationfor consumersis a
sequence of functions {T }n)0

where Tn: yn+l X 2nX I -

{0,1} is such that for

each yn+l E yn+l and each BEn , Tn(yn+1,Bn,.) is measurable.Decision
"O"is to be interpretedas a decisionnot to buy in the currentperiod; decision
"1" indicates that a sale takesplace in the currentperiod.Obviously,we require
that Tn(y+'1, B, q) = 0 for all q E U-0QJ.6

Let 2 be the pure strategyspace for the monopolist,and T be the set of pure
strategy combinations for consumers.The strategy profile { a, ), with =
{T(}) 0, generatesa path of pricesand saleswhichcan be computedrecursively.
The pattern of prices and sales over time in turn determinesthe payoffs to the
players.Let 7r(a, r) be the net presentvalue of profitsgeneratedby the strategy
profile {a, T}, and let uq(a, T) be the discounted net surplus derived by con-

sumer q. The profile { a, } is a Nash equilibriumif and only if
7rT(, T) > 7T(a', T),

VA' e

,

and

Uq(o, rq, _q) > Uq(o, Tq, T_q), Vq E rTq,q-a.e.,
where Tqis the projectionof Tonto the qth component(and similarlyfor Tq).An

n-periodhistoryof the gameis a sequenceof pricesin periods0,..., (n - 1) and a
specificationof the set of consumerswho bought in each periodprior to n. We
denote such a history by the symbol Hn. Thus, Hn E ynx

2n. The symbol Hn,

refersto Hn followedby a priceannouncedby the monopolistin period n. Thus,
Hn'E yn+l X Sn. The strategyprofile(a, T) inducesstrategyprofiles(oI , rIHn)
and (aoH, TI
H), after the histories Hn and H,, respectively.The strategypair
(a,T) is a subgame perfect equilibrium if and only if (o I,
HTIH) is a Nash
equilibriumin the gameremainingafterthe historyHn, for all n and all Hn, and
similarlyafter any historyH,. In orderto ensurethe existenceof an equilibrium,
we will have to allow the monopolistto mix at any stage of the game. 2 will
denote her set of behavioralstrategies.It should be clear to the readerhow to
extend the above definitionswhen behavioralstrategiesare allowed. We will
henceforthrestrictattentionto equilibriain which deviationsby sets of measure
zero of consumerschange neither the actions of the remainingconsumersnor
those of the monopolist.This requirementreflects our quest for equilibriain
which consumers act as price takers.7Since f(-) is monotone, and given the
measure-zerorestriction,there is no furtherloss of generalityin assumingthat
f(.) is left-continuous.
6 For notational
simplicity,we choseto indicatethe domainof definitionof an to be YnX n2and
the domainof definitionof Tn to be yn+ 1 X Qn X I. However,only elementsof s2nconsistentwith
the restrictionthat a consumercan acceptat most one offerby the monopolistcan occur.One should
restrictthe domainof definitionof ao and T"accordingly.
7This restrictionmay affect the equilibriumset, as demonstratedin Gul, Sonnenschein,and
Wilson (1986,p. 170).
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Let qn = m(U>-OQj) be the (Lebesgue) measure of customers who have pur-

chased. The next lemma,whose proof is given in Fudenberg,Levine,and Tirole
(1985, Lemma 1), will imply that, along any equilibriumpath, the remaining
buyer valuationsare a truncatedsampleof the originalones. Consequently,the
single numberqn (incompletely)summarizespriorconsumeractions.
LEMMA2.1: In any subgame perfect equilibrium, after any history Hn, and for
any current price p, there exists a cutoff valuation /(p, Hn) such that every
consumer with valuationexceeding 13(p, Hn) accepts the monopolist's offer of p and
every consumer with valuation less than /( p, Hn) rejects.

In general, a buyer's accept/reject decision may depend not only on the
current price, p, but also on the history, Hn. We define a weak-Markov
equilibriumto be a subgameperfect equilibriumin which (after histories that
contain no simultaneousbuyer deviationsof positive measure;see footnote 9,
below) the accept/reject decisionsof all (remaining)buyersdependonly on the
currentprice. The set of all weak-Markovequilibriais denoted by the symbol
Ew(f,

z).

The buyer's strategyin a weak-Markovequilibriumcan be describedby an
acceptance function P(-), where consumerq accepts a price p if and only if
p < P(q). When f (.) is strictly monotone, Lemma 2.1 implies that P(.) is
nonincreasing.Whenf (.) has flat sections,P(.) may be nonmonotone.However,
any consumerswho violatemonotonicityfor P(.) haveidenticalvaluations,so by
permuting them, we may (without loss of generality) assume that P(-) is
monotone. Since deviationsby sets of measurezero of consumersdo not affect
the equilibrium,we furtherassume(still withoutloss of generality)that P(-) is a
left-continuous, nonincreasingfunction. Thus (after histories that contain no
buyer deviations), the set of remaining buyers is an interval (q, 1], where
O<q<1.
For a given weak-Markovequilibrium,considerthe net presentvalueof profits
to the monopolistafterany historyfor whichthe set of remainingbuyers(except
for sets of measurezero) equals(q, 1]. Since buyer acceptancesdepend only on
the prices which the monopolistwill henceforthcharge,this value is a function
R(.) of q only, and must satisfy the dynamicprogrammingequation:
(2.1)

R(q) = max {P(y)(y
yE[q,1]

- q) + 3R(y)},

where 8 erz. Observethat P(y) > 0, for y E [0,1), and hence that R(y) > 0
on the same domain.8Consequently,(2.1) implies that there are sales in every
period in any weak-Markovequilibrium,until consumersare exhausted.Moreover, in the case of "no gap"(i.e., f(1) = 0), sales necessarilyoccur over infinite
8In any subgameperfectequilibrium,the monopolistonly chargesnonnegativeprices(Fudenberg,
Levine, and Tirole (1985, Lemma 2)). Thus, a rationalconsumery will always accept a price of
(1 - 8)f(y), as f(y) -(1 - 8)f(y) > kf ff(y) - p}, for all p > 0 and k > 1. Since f(y) > 0 for all
y E [0,1), this establishesP(y) > (1 - 8)f (y) > 0.
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time. This is because only nonpositiveprices can clear the marketentirelyand
because it is suboptimalfor the monopolistto ever chargea nonpositiveprice
(since P(y) > 0 for y e [0,1)).
Let T(q) be the argmaxcorrespondencein (2.1) and let t(q) = inf{ T(q)}.
Then the monopolist'sequilibriumactionwhen customers(q, 1] remainis always
to charge a price of P(y), for some y E T(q). Since T(-) is monotone, it is
single-valuedexcept at possibly a countable set of q. Excludingthis set, the
monopolist'saction dependsonly on the summarystatistic q, and in fact is to
charge the price S(q) P(t(q)). Meanwhile,suppose that the set of remaining
customerswas broughtto (q, 1] by an offer of P(q), where q has the property
that T(q) is single-valued.Buyer optimizationrequiresthat consumer q was
indifferentbetween the price P(q) and the deferredofferS(q). Consequently:
f (q) - P(q) = 8 [f (q) - S(q)] .
(2.2)
When T(q) is multiple-valued,the monopolistmay now mix amongpricesin the
set P(T(q))
P(y): y E T(q)}. A variantof (2.2) still holds, where S(q) is
replacedby an elementof the convex hull of P(T(q)) which has the interpretation of expected price. If p-1 was the price chargedin the previousperiod,the
monopolist should now play a (possibly)mixed strategysuch that the expected
price, p, satisfies:
(2.3)

f (q)-p-1

> 8 [f (q)-p],

but

f (q ) -p-,

<8 [f (q') -p],

forall q' E-(q,l].

Such a mixed strategyjustifies the decision of q to purchasein the previous
period and of all q' E (q, 1] to reject. Proposition4.3 will demonstratethat
randomizationcannot occur along the equilibriumpath except, possibly, in the
initial period.
Equation(2.2) and inequality(2.3) establishthatit is sufficientfor a monopolist,
in optimizingagainstconsumerswho use an acceptancefunction P(q), to utilize
a strategywhich only dependson q and the previousprice P-1i It is convenient
to restrict attention to equilibriawhich have this property.We will henceforth
considerthis restrictionpartof the definitionof weak-Markovequilibrium.Note,
via Proposition4.3, that requiringthe monopolistto condition only on q and
p- does not affect the players'equilibriumpayoffs attainablein weak-Markov
equilibria.
Perhapsa morenaturalMarkovianrestrictionwouldbe to limit the monopolist
to condition her strategyon the payoff-relevantpart of the history, namely q,
only. Unfortunately,such equilibria(termedstrong-Markov
equilibria)do not, in
general, exist (see Fudenberg,Levine, and Tirole (1985)). In fact, if (P, R) is
associated with a weak-Markovequilibriumand P(-) is discontinuous,it is
possible to show that randomizationis (generically)necessarywheneverPi lies
in a discontinuityof the rangeof P(-).
One final remark:for expositionalease, all of our subsequentdefinitions,
theoremsand proofswill be phrasedin the languageof durablegoods monopoly.
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However, all of our results also hold for the bargaining game, provided one
substitutes "sequential equilibrium"whenever the phrase "subgame perfect equilibrium" appears. It should then be understood that if F(v) denotes the (commonly known) distribution function of buyer valuations, F(v)= 1 -y, where
y = inf { q: f(q) = v }. Furthermore, qn then corresponds to the seller's point of
truncation, after history Hn, of her prior distribution on the buyer's valuation.

3. A LINEAR EXAMPLE

Consider a linear demand example with unit slope and unit intercept, i.e.,
f(q) = 1- q. Let z be the time interval between periods. For this case, Stokey
(1981) and Sobel and Takahashi (1983) proved the existence of a strong-Markov
equilibrium in which the monopolist charges a price equalling az(l - q) after any
history in which all consumers (q, 1] remain, and earns a corresponding profit of
R(q) = (a/2)(1 - q)2. These authors also showed that limz 0az=0, thereby
confirming the Coase conjecture.
We will now indicate how to construct reputational equilibria which yield the
monopolist, for sufficiently small z, essentially any payoff between zero and static
monopoly profits. Consider a strategy in which the monopolist follows an
exponentially descending price path p(t) =poe- t (confined to the grid of times
(0, z, 2z,... }), as long as no deviation from this rule has occurred in the past,
and reverts to the strong-Markov equilibrium described above, otherwise. Consumers adopt strategies which are optimal given this behavior.
Fix the real-time rate of descent q > 0 to be sufficiently slow that, independently of z, the sales in the initial period are bounded away from zero. For any
time interval z > 0, let the (equilibrium path) price in period n be Pn p(nz).
Then, by consumer indifference, the set of consumers remaining after period n
equals (qnl,, 1], where qn,+ satisfies: f(qn+l) - pn = 8[f(qn+1) - Pn+l] Hence,
- 8)]. Since demand is linear, this establishes that
f(qn+l) =pn[(1 8e- ')/(1
sales exponentially descend at the same rate 71,and that the price and sales in
every period are constant multiples of (1 - qn). Consequently, along the equilibrium path, the continuation profits evaluated in any period n > 1 are a constant
multiple, XZ, of (1 - qn)2. Observe that as the interval z approaches zero,
consumers purchase at arbitrarily close to the times that they would against a
-->X > 0, where X is the constant
continuous-time price path poe-'. Thus,
derived from a profit calculation along a continuous time path.
In every period, the monopolist must weigh continuation profits against the
payoff from optimally deviating. Any deviation causes the consumers to instantly
adopt the acceptance function from the strong-Markov equilibrium. Hence, the
optimal derivation when customers (qn, 1] remain yields profits of exactly R(qn)
= (az/2)(1 - qn)2. Observe that there exists z1 > 0 such that whenever the time
interval satisfies 0 < z < zl, we have az/2 < Xz, deterring deviations from the
continuation path in all periods n > 1. Meanwhile, let ro(,, z) denote the seller's
z) >0, there
equilibrium profits evaluated in period zero. Since limZ,0o(,
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exists Z2 (0 < Z2 < Z1) such thatwheneverthe time intervalsatisfies0 < Z < Z2, we
have az/2 <0Q(,q,z), deterringdeviationsin periodzero as well.
Finally, note that limz 1ogo(, z) = po(l - po) and that static monopoly profits

equal 1/4. We concludethat by continuouslyvaryingthe initialprice po and the
rate of descent n, and by making z sufficientlysmall, every level of profitsin
(0,1/4) can be sustained.
4. EXISTENCEOF WEAK-MARKOVEQUILIBRIA

In order to extend the reasoningof the previoussection to general demand
curves, we need to demonstratetwo facts which were demonstratedby formula
for the linearcase. We lay this groundworkhereand in the next section.First,we
show the existence of weak-Markovequilibriafor general demand curves (see
also AppendixA). This gives us well-definedsecondarypaths,revertedto in case
of deviationfrom the proposedequilibriumpath. Then, in Section5, we demonstrate that these secondarypathsbecomeuniformlylow (comparedto the highest
valuation remaining)as z approacheszero, enablingthem to be effectivedeterrents.
We begin by defininggeneraldemandcurves.
DEFINITION 4.1: An (inverse) demandcurvef is a nonnegative-valued,
leftcontinuous,nonincreasingfunctionon [0,11which,withoutloss of generality,we
normalizeso that f(O) = 1 and f(q) > 0 whenever0 < q < 1.

Using this terminology,we prove the followingtheoremin AppendixA:9
THEOREM

4.2 (Existenceof Weak-MarkovEquilibria):Let f be any (inverse)

demand curve. Then for every r > 0 and every z > 0, there exists a weak-Markov
equilibrium.

This theorem strengthensresults by Fudenberg-Levine-Tirole
(1985), who
prove existence for differentiabledemandcurveswith derivativeboundedbelow
and above, and Gul-Sonnenschein-Wilson
(1986), who prove existence for demand curves with f(l) > 0 that satisfy a Lipschitzconditionat 1. For example,
Theorem 4.2 extends existenceto nondifferentiableand possibly discontinuous
curveswith f(l) = 0. It also containsthe case wheref(1) > 0 but f'(1) is infinite.
The proof of Theorem4.2 may be of some generalinterest,since it uses a version

9We follow the traditionof Gul, Sonnenschein,
and Wilson(1986,pp. 159-160) of not specifying
equilibriumbehaviorfollowingsimultaneousdeviationsby consumers.This is formallycorrectin the
case of a durablegoods monopolysinceany suchdeviationwill lead to a rescaled(see Definition5.2)
demand curve satisfyingthe conditionsof Theorem4.2. We can thus specify a subgameperfect
equilibriumwhichis playedfromthatnode onward.Note, however,thatneitherof the priorexistence
theoremswould guaranteeexistenceof equilibriafollowing(off-equilibrium)
nonmonotonepurchase
behaviorby consumers.Notice also that in the bargaininginterpretationof the model,simultaneous
deviationsare unobservableand, hence,are not an issue.
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of the maximum theorem which does not require objective functions to be
continuous.In AppendixA, we also establishthe followingtheorem:
4.3: Along any weak-Markov equilibriumpath, the monopolist
does not randomize, except (possibly) in the initial period.
PROPOSITION

5. THE UNIFORM COASECONJECTURE

In this section, we strengthenthe "Coaseconjecture"by presentinga theorem
that guaranteesuniformlylow pricesfor all weak-Markovequilibriaof familiesof
demandcurves.
While the uniformCoase conjectureis of independentinterest,we requireit
here as an intermediatestep for use in the main result of the paper: the folk
reason
theoremof Section6. It shouldbe observedthat thereis a straightforward
why we did not need to examinefamiliesof demandcurves to treat the linear
case in Section 3: given lineardemand,every derivedresidualdemandcurve is
linear as well.10For genericdemandcurves,however,the residualdemandcurves
are no longer rescaled versions of the original one. Thus, considerationsof
subgameperfectionlead us naturallyto studyfamiliesof demandcurves.We will
demonstrate,for all residualdemandcurvesarisingfrom a demandcurvef, that
all price paths derivedfromweak-Markovequilibriaare uniformlylow compared
to the highest remainingconsumervaluation.This establishesthat weak-Markov
price paths may be used to deter deviation from the main price paths of
reputationalequilibria.
Define FL, M, a to be the family of ctemand curves which are envelopedby
scalar multiples of demand curves (1 - q)a, for some positive a. To be precise, we

have the followingdefinition:
DEFINITION 5.1: For 0 < M < 1 < L < oo and a > 0,
L, M,a is the set of all
(inverse) demand curves f(t) such that M(1 - X)a < f(x) < L(1 - X)a, for all

x E [0, 1].

The only significantrestrictionimplicit in the definitionof ,L M,a is that
f(1) = 0. Otherwise,the family is very general.It allows, for example,differentiable demand curveswith derivativesboundedabove and bounded away from
at 1, and demandcurves
zero, demandcurveswhichare not Lipschitz-continuous
which are severelydiscontinuous.
Let us also definea rescaledresidualdemandcurveas a normalizedversionof
the demand that remainsafterany proportionof customershave purchased:

10 Identical reasoning applies to the case where f(q) = (1 - q)a, considered by Sobel and
Takahashi(1983). Furthermore,this is the only family that is closed under the joint operationof
truncationand rescaling(see Definition5.2).
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DEFINITION 5.2: Let f be any demand curve. We define fq to be the rescaled
residual (inverse) demand curve off at q (0 < q < 1) by:
fq(X)=

f[q+(1-q)x]
f(
q)

LEMMA5.3: Iff E,L,
PROOF:

M,a,

for all x

[0,1].

then for every q (0 < q < 1),

fq =YL/M,

M/L,a.

Observe that
f(q + (1 - q)x) =f(1 - (1 - q)(1 - x))

< L(1-q)a(l-

x)a

and
f(q + (1 - q)x) > M(1-

q)Y(1- x)Y.

Also,
M(1 - q)a <f(q)

< L(1-

q)a,

so

M
L(1-x)
L

<

f[q+(1-q)x]
f()
f(q)

L
M(1M

x)'

proving the desired result.

Q.E.D.

Let L = L'/M' and M = M'/L'. Lemma 5.3 demonstrates that if f EFL', M', a
then all residual demand curves arising from f are elements of L, M, . Hence, if
we can show that the initial price is uniformly low for all demand curves in the
family L, M,a, then we will also have established that all price paths arising from
weak-Markov equilibria are uniformly low (compared to residual demand). We
prove this fact in the following theorem:
THEOREM 5.4 (The Uniform Coase Conjecture): For every L > 1, 0 < M < 1,
0 < a < oo and e > 0, there exists z(L, M, a, e) such thatfor everyf E ,L, M, a for
every z satisfying 0 < z < z(L, M, a, e), and for every weak-Markov equilibrium
(P, R) E wm(f, z), the monopolistcharges an initial price less than or equal to e
(and earns profits less than e).

PROOF: See Appendix B.

A uniform Coase conjecture also holds when f(1) > 0. Consider the family of
demand curves satisfying f(1) < c and M(1 - x)' <f(x) -f(1) < L(1 - x)", for
all x e [0,1]. Then an analogous result to Theorem 5.4 holds for this family,
provided one substitutes "f(1) + e" for the bound on the initial price and profits.
6. THE FOLK THEOREMFOR SELLERPAYOFFS

In this section, we prove Theorem 6.4, the main result of the paper. First, let
SE(f, r, z) denote, for the durable goods monopoly model, the set of all
monopolist payoffs arising from subgame perfect equilibria when the demand
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curve is f, the interestrate is r, and the time intervalbetweenperiodsis z. For
the bargaininggamewith one-sidedincompleteinformation,the same expression
denotes the set of all seller payoffs arisingfrom sequentialequilibria.Theorem
6.4 will establish that SE(f, r, z) expands to the entire interval from zero to
static monopolyprofits,as the time intervalz approacheszero. Its proof utilizes
the fact that f E L, M,a has the uniform Coase property, which we now define:
DEFINITION

6.1: We will say that f has the uniform Coase property if, for

some zI > 0:

)
(6.2)

there exists a subgameperfect equilibrium(ao,Tr)for all games with
time intervalz betweenperiods,where0 < z < z1, and,
for every e > 0, there exists Z(e) (O< ,(e) < Zl) such that S,(q)/f(q)
e, for all z (0 < z < Z(e)) and all q (0 < q < 1),

<

where S,(q) denotes the supremumof all prices that the monopolist charges
using strategyoz when the currentstate equalsq (the supremumis takenover all
possible price histories).
6.2: If fE
LEMMA

L,M,a, thenf has the uniform Coase property.

PROOF: Suppose fELM,,,,.
Then by Theorem 4.2 there exists (ao,y)e
}, satisfies (6.2). Observe,
Ewm(f, z) for all z > 0. We wish to show that {ao, T>0

for any z, that (o, T,) induces a weak-Markovequilibriumfor any residual
demand curve arising from f. Define (az q, ,q) by multiplying all prices in
(a,, T,) by f(q); observe that (a, q, , q) is a weak-Markov equilibrium for the

rescaledresidualdemandcurvefq, for all 0 < q < 1. (See Definition5.2.)
Using the notationin Definition6.1, observethat Sz(q) = f(q)S, q(O).Further
observe, by Lemma 5.3, that fq eL,'

M',a where L' - L/M and M'

M/L. By

the uniform Coase conjecture(Theorem5.4), for every e > 0, there exists Z(e)
such that the initial pricein any weak-Markovequilibriumis less than e, for any

z (0 < z < z) and any demand curve in

L',M,.

We conclude that (6.2) holds.
Q.E.D.

Fudenberg,Levine, and Tirole (1985) have shown that Sz(q)>,f(l), for all
E
q [0,1), in any subgameperfectequilibrium.Hence,in the case of a "gap"(i.e.,
f(1) > 0), the uniform Coase propertycannot hold. Indeed, these authorsand
Gul, Sonnenschein,and Wilson (1986) demonstratedthat when f(1)> 0 and
f(q) -f(1) < L(1 - q), for some L < oo, there exists a (generically) unique
subgame perfect equilibrium. Obviously, if f E ML,
Ma,, there is no gap, and hence

there is scope for a folk theorem.

Let p1 denote the price actuallychargedin period i (0 < i < n - 1).
DEFINITION 6.3: For any p= (Pn}°0, any q~={(q)=0, and any monopolist
strategya, define the reputational
pricestrategy( p',q, a) by:

pn

aPn,

if p= pi and Qi= [qi, i+l] forall i (O< i

(oN, otherwise,
where the set equalityis up to sets of measurezero.

n - 1),
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We will further call (p, q',) a reputationalequilibriumif this reputational
price strategy,in conjunctionwith optimalconsumerbehavior,forms a subgame
perfect equilibrium.
Observethat the definitionof reputationalequilibriumrequiresthat strategya,
by itself, be associated with a subgame perfect equilibrium.A reputational
equilibriumis definedanalogouslyfor the bargaininggame;note that "q" is then
omitted.We can now state and prove the main result.
THEOREM
6.4 (The Folk Theorem for Seller Payoffs): Let f belong to L, M,a
and let rr*denote static monopolyprofits. Thenfor every real interest rate r > 0 and
for every e > 0, there exists a z > 0 such that whenever the time interval between
successive offers satisfies 0 < z < z:

(6.3)

[£,

cSE(f,r,z).

*-£]

{ Tz o < z <
PROOF: By Lemma 6.2, f has the uniform Coase property. Let (o,
be the family of subgame perfect equilibria guaranteedby (6.1), and let
{ S)0 < z< be defined as in Definition 6.1. Define the function g(z)=
sup {Sx(q)/f(q): 0 < x < z and 0 < q < 1). Observe that g(z) is well defined for

0 < z < zl, since Sz is definedand Sz(q)/f(q) is uniformlyboundedabove by 1.
Further observe, by (6.2), that limoz 0g(z) = 0. By definition, qo= 0. Choose
arbitrarysales q1 in periodzero (0 < q1 < 1). Let us definean exponentialrate of
subsequentsales by:
(6.4)

1-

qn+

=

e-naz(rz+g(z))(1

-

ql),

for any a > 0 and all n > 0.

which yields sales of
Our first step is to constructa price sequence {Pn}n__O
< qi < 1, then (6.4)
if
0
n
Observe
that
all
n
in
>
0).
qn)
period (for
(qn+i
indifferent
betweenpurchasconsumer
To
make
in
all
sales
qn+1
periods.
implies
in
we
n
one
and
at
at
periodlater, must have:
price Pn+1
ing price p, period
(6.5)

f(qn+l) -Pn = 8[f(qn+)

-Pn+l],

for all n > 0,

where 8 = e-rz. Solvingfor Pn and telescopingthe resultingsummationyields:
00

(6.6)

Pn = (1-8)

E 8

(qn+l+k),

n > O.

k=0

Furthermore,the price sequencep- { pn}n° impliedby (6.4) and (6.6) satisfies
f(qn+ 1) >--Pn (for all n > 0) and equation (6.5), proving that consumers optimize
along the sales path q-- { qn}n=1'
q< 1<l), there exists a> 0 and i> 0 such that
and
(6.6) is a reputationalequilibriumfor all z
(, q, z) defined by (6.4)
CLAIM1: For any ql (0

satisfying 0 < z < z < z1.

PROOFOF CLAIM1: Let Tndenote profitsstartingfrom period n if the price
path p is followed in all periods.Define m to be the least integergreaterthan
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m
1=
Observe that
I/z. Certainly z,1
eq(-mq1)rz
,3",
, =
1
and, by (6.4), qn+
(1 qn) (1 qn+ )
(1 qn)(1 - e
qn
>
all n > 1. Meanwhile, by (6.6), Pn±m
1f(qn±2m)
~ (1 (1 - S)Fk=0 k (1 - e r)f(qn+·2). Hence:
(6.7)

-

(

-ar

e
a(rz+g(z)))

-

for

+gz)

and by similar reasoning,
(6.8)
>n q,po ->q(( - e- r)f(qm).
Now, let Trndenote profits starting from period n if (az, TJ)is followed.Let q
(0 < q < 1) denote a customer and let Pq denote the price at which customer q
purchases, according to (az, rT).Let p4 denote the next (expected) price charged
after Pql following aq. Observe by the definition of g(z) that p4 g(z)f(q). By
consumer optimization, f(q) - Pq 3[f(q) - p41.Together these inequalities imfor all q (O q < 1), and so:
ply pq < [1 -38 +3Sg(z)]f(q),
(6.9)

nz<[1-3±3g(z)J

ff(q)dq,

for all n > 0.

Observe that the bound of (6.9) is a consequence of the uniform Coase property,
but does not follow from the ordinary Coase conjecture.
Let a = (8L/M)[e-r(1 - e -)] -. To prove subgame perfection, we must show
that r,, gg,,Z,for all n > 0. Observe that there exists z2 such that for all z
>
+ rz]. Hence, (6.7) implies that 7n,,
(O < z < z2): 1 - e a[g(z)±rz]> (a/2)[g(z)
4(L/M)(g(z) + rz)(1 - qn)f(qn±2m) for all n > 1 and 0 < z < z2. Since qn<
qn±2m < 1 and f is monotone nonincreasing:

J1f(q) dq < (qn±2m - qn)f (qn) ± (1 - q+mf(n2)
Observe that JE.L, m, implies f(q) < (L/M)1 -f(q') whenever (1 - q')l
(1 - q) = f. By (6.4), (1 - qn 2m)/(1 - q) = fi(z), for all n, where limz, P0(z)
= 1. Consequently, there exists z3 > 0 such that f(qn) (2L/M)f(qn±2m),
and
hence J~f(q) dq < (2L/M)(1 - q )f(q,,,),
for all n > 1 and for all z (0 < z <
z3). Finally, there exists z4 > 0 such that [1 - 3 + 3g(z)] < 2[g(z) + rz] for all z
(O < z < z4). Hence, for all z satisfying0 < z < minmzl, z2,Z3, z4 and for all
n > 1, we have by (6.9) that r > Itnz.It can easily be shown that we may set F so
that ?t,> irozfor all z (0 < z < Z) as well.
CLAIM2: For any q (O< q < 1) and any X (O< X < 1), there exists i > O such
that for every z (0 < z < Z), there is a reputational equilibrium with profits at
least Xqf(q).
PROOF OF CLAIM2: Set q, = v/Kq. Define m to be the least integer greater
than -log(1 - VK)/rz. (Observe that e -rz =1 - 1K.) Now define {qqn=2

by (6.4). Then for arbitrarya> 0, there exists z5 such that for every z
- "m)f(qm)
(1)
(O < z <z5), qm< q. By (6.6), Po > (1 - S)Em J3kf(qk 1)>
[1 - (1 - K)]f(q) = v'Kf(q),whenever 0 < z < z5. Hence, T0> p0ql > Xqf
f(q).
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Using Claim 1, there exists z > 0 such that ( p, q, oz) defined using ql =- VXq,
(6.4) and (6.6) is a reputational equilibrium, for all z (0 < z < ), proving
Claim 2.
REMAINDER
OFPROOFOFTHEOREM6.4: Given any ql, let the quantity path q
be defined by (6.4), let the price path p be defined by (6.6), and let T(q1, z)
denote the profits associated with q and p. Then:
00

(6.10)

r(ql,

z)

=

E
k=O

00

kr(qk+l

-

qk)Pk = ql

+

E

(qk+l-

qk)Pk.

k=l

Suppose q[ > ql, and define q' and p' analogously. Observe, by (6.4), that
< fqk+ -- qka l
d byll
1,
for a k >O.
-q
Hence, using (6.10), 7r(q, z) < r(ql, z) + Iq - qll. Define r(ql, z) =
sup { r(q, z): 0 < q < ql}. Observe that X is monotone nondecreasing in ql and
also satisfies (q', z) < f(ql, z) + Iq - qll. Thus, X is continuous in ql, for any
z> 0.
Let r* = supo q qf (q) and choose q* so that qr*= q*f(q*). Given e (0 < e
< 7r*), define X = [7r*- £]/7r*. By Claim 2, there exists z6 > 0 such that there
exists a reputational equilibrium with profits at least XTr*= r* - e whenever
0 < z < z. Also, using (6.10), observe that limoz r(0, z) = 0, and so there exists
z7 > 0 such that 7r(0,z) < e whenever 0 < z < z7. Finally, by Claim 1, there exists
8 > 0 such that (pq, ', ) defined from q = 0 is a reputational equilibrium
whenever 0 < z < Z.
Define z = min {, Z
z, z, }. Then for any z satisfying 0 < z < z, 7r(0,z) < e and
r(v/Xq*, z) > I* - e. Furthermore, we have already shown that 7rT> rz for
0 < z < z and n > 1, so (ip, ', ao) is a reputational equilibrium for all q1 that yield
q+1

%o> rT(0, z). Finally, since 7(ql, z) is continuous in ql, the set { T(ql, z): 0 < ql <

/X-q* and 7r(ql, z) > r(0, z)} is an interval. Since e and r* - e are both
contained in that interval, we have established (6.3).
Q.E.D.
7. CONCLUSION

Consider the outcome of durable goods monopoly (or bargaining) when the
time interval between successive periods approaches infinity. In this situation, the
monopolist (seller) has close to unlimited commitment power, and thus her
maximum equilibrium payoff approaches static monopoly profits. Meanwhile, as
we demonstrated in the Folk Theorem, the same outcome is attainable in the
limit as the time interval between periods approaches zero. We conclude that the
"maximum possible seller surplus" is minimized at some intermediate time
interval-let us call this the time interval of least commitment.
We explain this phenomenon as the result of two countervailing forces. When
the time interval between periods is short, reputational effects may be devastatingly effective in preserving monopoly power. When the time interval between
periods is long, reputational effects are superfluous. The most adverse circumstance for the monopolist may be when the time interval is just long enough to
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preclude reputationalequilibria(but still sufficientlyshort that the inability to
commit is a problem).
Let us also explainthe somewhatunexpecteddiscontinuityin the equilibrium
set, based on whether or not there is separationbetween seller and buyer
valuations.Fudenberg,Levine,and Tirole(1985)demonstratedthat in the case of
a "gap" between seller and buyer valuations(and subject to some regularity
conditions) there is a uniformfinite bound to the numberof periods in which
sales can occur in any subgameperfect equilibrium.Backwardinduction then
forces subgame perfect equilibriato be Markovian,and the Coase conjecture
drives the initial price near the lowest buyervaluation.However,in the case of
"no gap" treatedhere, sales necessarilyoccur over infinitetime. Thereis no last
period from whichto applybackwardinduction,and reputationsupportsequilibria which approximatestatic monopolypricing.
We can also draw an interestingcomparisonbetween the present monopoly
model and the analogousoligopoly model (Ausubeland Deneckere(1987) and
Gul (1987)). Folk theoremsfor joint profitshold in the durablegoods oligopoly,
even when there is a "gap,"because oligopolistscan extend sales over infinite
time. This defeatsmonopolyresultsdrivenby backwardinduction.Moreover,the
oligopolists' joint profits may exceed the monopolist's theoreticalmaximum
(when the time intervalbetweenperiodsis short),since Bertrandcompetitionis a
more severe "punishment"than Coasepricing.
A limitationof the presentanalysisis that our Folk Theoremis only statedin
terms of seller payoffs,and that we examinea model whereonly the uninformed
party makesoffers.We extendour resultsto buyerpayoffsand to otherextensive
forms in a sequel (Ausubeland Deneckere(1989)). In particular,thereis a folk
theoremfor sellerpayoffsin the alternating-offer
game if and only if the (lowest)
monopoly price does not exceedone-halfthe highestbuyervaluation.
Department of Managerial Economics & Decision Sciences, J. L. Kellogg Graduate School of Management, NorthwesternUniversity,Evanston, IL 60208, U.S.A.
ManuscriptreceivedJuly, 1986; final revision receivedAugust, 1988.

APPENDIX A
EXISTENCE
OFWEAK-MARKOV
EQUILIBRIA
DEFINITION
A.1: Let P(.) and R(.) be left-continuous functions on [q,1], where 0 q-< 1, and
let P(.) be nonincreasing and nonnegative. We will say that (P, R) supports a weak-Markov
equilibrium on [q, 1] for (inverse) demand curve f(-) if equations (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied for every
q E [ q, 1).

We have already argued in Section 2 that if (P, R) is associated with a weak-Markov equilibrium,
then (2.1) holds for all q E [0, 1] and (2.2) is satisfied at all continuity points of t(.) in [0,1]. The
left-continuity of f(-), P(-), and t(-), and the monotonicity of T(.), imply that (2.2) must hold
everywhere. Conversely, suppose (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied for all elements of [q, 1). Then if the state
q E [q,1) and if the previous price, P-1, was in the range of P(.), we specify a weak-Markov
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equilibrium by requiring that all consumers y accept if and only if P(y) p_l and that the
monopolist charge S(q') in the next period, where q' = sup {y E [q, 1): P(y) >P-1 }. If P-1 was not
in the range of P(.), consumers accept using the same rule, but the monopolist randomizes in the next
period between sup P(T(q)) and inf P(T(q)) in such a way that the expected price, p, satisfies (2.3).
That such a randomization is possible can be demonstrated using (2.2).
LEMMAA.2: Suppose that (P, R) supports a weak-Markov equilibrium on [q,1]. Then R(-) is
decreasing and Lipschitz continuous,satisfying: 0 < R(ql) - R(q2) < q2 - ql, wheneverq < q1 <<q2 1.
PROOF: Observe that R(ql) > [t(q2)q2]P(t(q2)) +
ql]P(t(q2)) + 8R(t(q2)) > [t(q2)
8R(t(q2)) = R(q2), since P(x) > (1 - 8)f(x) > 0 for all x E [q, 1). Meanwhile, define tl(ql) = t(ql),
t2(ql)= t(t(ql)), etc. Then the monopolist, starting from q2, has the option of selecting a sales path
Q.E.D.
equal to max {q2, tk(q)}, for k = 1,2,3,.... This assures R(q2) > R(ql) - (q2 - ql).

LEMMA
A.3:11 Suppose that (P7, Rq) supportsa weak-Markovequilibriumon [q, 1], where 0 < q < 1.
Then there exists (P, R) which supports a weak-Markov equilibriumon [0,1], with the property that
P(q) = Pq(q) and R(q) = R(q) for all q E [q, 1].
PROOF:We proceed constructively. Let q' = max {0, - (1 - 8)Rq(q)/2). Observe that q< 1
implies R(q) > 0 and so q' < q. Let us extend Rq(-) to Rq,(-) defined on [q',1] by:
(A.1)

Rq,(q) = maxy[q,1n[

1] { [y - q]Pq(y) + 8R,(y)

,

and define tq,(q) to be the infimum of the argmax correspondence of (A.1). Also extend Pq(') to
Pq,(.) defined on [q',1] by:
(A.2)

Pq,(q) = (1 -8)f(q)

+ 8Pq(t,(q)).

It should now be observed that (Pq,, Rq,) satisfy:
(A.3)

Rq,(q) = maxy[q,l]

{[y-q]Pq,(y)

+ 8R,(y)),

for all

qE [',1],

using (A.1) and the fact that, for v E [q, q], [v - q]P,(v) + 8Rq,(v) < (1/2)(1 - 8)R(q) + 8Rq,(v)
< (1/2)(1 - 8)Rq-(q) + 8Rq,(q) < Rq,(q). Thus, (Pq, Rq,) supports a weak-Markov equilibrium on
[4',1]. A finite number of repetitions of the above argument extends (Pq, R) to the entire unit
interval.
Q.E.D.
We will now introduce some notation and state a result which we use in proving Theorem 4.2. Let
X and Y be compact, nonempty subsets of R. Let J, (n = 1,2,...) and J: X-. Y be upper
semicontinuous functions. Define R(Jn) = max { J(x): x E X}, and T(Jn) = x E X: Jn(x) = R(Jn)},
and similarly for R(J) and T(J). Also define: J.(x)=conv{y:
y=lim,_o
J(x,), for some
(x, )_1l c X such that xi-, x}; G(Jn) = graph of J.; and B,(J) = {(x', y') E XX Y: II(x',y') (x, y)ll < e for some (x, y) E G(Jn)}. Finally, define:
(A.4)

p(J,J)

= inf{e>0:

G(J) c B(Jn) andG(J,,) c B(J)}.

We may now state a generalization of the theorem of the maximum which does not require
continuity of the objective. A proof may be found in Ausubel and Deneckere (1988):
THEOREM OF THE MAXIMUM:

Suppose Jn()

Y, and suppose limn,,_ p(J, J.) =0.
{T(Jn)}= 1 is an element of T(J).

and J( ) are upper semicontinuous functions from X into

Then limn.o

R(J.)= R(J)

and any cluster point from

We are now ready to prove the following theorem:
11This
lemma builds on Fudenberg, Levine, and Tirole (1985, Lemma 3) and Gul, Sonnenschein,
and Wilson (1986, Lemma 5).
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THEOREM 4.2 (Existence of Weak-Markov Equilibria): Let f be any (inverse) demand curve
satisfying Definition 4.1. Thenfor every r > 0 and every z > 0, there exists a weak-Markov equilibrium.

PROOF: Consider the sequence of demand curves:

nq)

f/(q)
(n - nq)f((n-1

)/n)+

(1-n+

nq)f(l1),

if0
q (n -1)/n,
< q l1.
if (n -1)/n

Observe that f, and f differ only on ((n - )/n,1] and that, for every n, f, is linear on the latter
interval. Hence, one can explicitly calculate a linear-quadratic pair (P,, R,) which supports a
strong-Markov equilibrium on [(n - l)/n, 1] for f,. (See Section 3.) By Lemma A.3, this pair can be
extended to (P,, R,) which supports an equilibrium on the entire unit interval.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that{ Pn},L converges pointwise for all rationals in
[0,1]. (This can be assured by taking successive subsequences and applying a diagonal argument.) For
every rational r E [0,1], let
P(r). Define P(0) = (0) and, for every xE (0,1], define
¢ (r) = limn,,
P(x) = limk (Io (rk), where each rk is rational and rk Ix. Observe that P(-) is well-defined,
}°°
nonincreasing, and left continuous. Without loss of generality, we may also assume that{ R,,
converges uniformly to a continuous function, which we denote by R(.). (This is made possible by
Lemma A.2, which implies that{ R,n}=l is an equicontinuous family which thus has a uniformly
convergent subsequence.) The remainder of the proof will establish that the constructed (P, R)
supports a weak-Markov equilibrium on [0,1] for the (limit) demand curve f.
Define Jn(q, y) = [y - q]P,(y) + 8Rn(y) and J(q, y) = [y - q]P(y) + 8R(y). Also define T,(q)
=argmax{J,(q, y): y [q, 1]} and T(q) analogously. Finally, let tn(q)=inf T(q) and t(q)=
inf T(q). We will now argue that p(J(q, *), J,(q, .)) -- 0. The theorem of the maximum is then
applicable, establishing that (2.1) is satisfied, for all q e [0,1].
Select arbitrary e > 0. Cover the closure of G(P) with e/5-balls. Take a finite subcover, denoting
where x, < x,+ for all i I. By the definition of P(.), there exist
the centers (x,, P(xi)),lj,
rationals {y, },E, such that ly, - x,I <E/5 and I (y,) - P(xi)I < e/5. Furthermore, there exists N1
such that for all n > Nl, and all i E I, IP,(y,)- ((y,)I < e/5. Hence, the distance from (y,, Pn(y,))
to (x,, P(x,)) is less than 3e/5, and so the E-ball centered at (y,, Pn(y,)) contains the e/5-ball
centered at (x,, P(x,)), for all i e I. Consequently, B(P,,) D G(P), for all n > N1.
x ,- x < 2/5, and:
Consider any consecutive xi, xi+1. Note that 0 <x,+
and
Pn,(y,) < P(xi) + 2/5,
Pn(y,+ 1) > P(Xi+)
2E/5.
Let us observe that for every v [P(x,+l), P(x,)], there exists w(v) [x,, x,+] such that v E
P(w(v)). Consequently, the union of all e-balls around the points {(w(v), v): v e [P(x,+l), P(x,)]}
covers the rectangle D {(y,v):
< P(x,)+
+ /5 and P(x,+l) - 2/5
x, - E/5 <y<x,1
D. By the monotonicity of
D and (y,,+, P,(y, +))
2c/5}. Using (A.5), note that (y,, P,(yi))
P,(-), it follows that G(P,) c B,(P), demonstrating that p(P, P,) < E for all n > N1.
Since Rn -- R uniformly, there also exists N2 such that for all n > N2, p(R, R,) < e. Using the fact
that Iy - ql < 1, we conclude that p(J(q, ), J,(q, )) < 2e, for n > max{Nl, N2}. Consequently, the
hypothesis of the theorem of the maximum is satisfied, so (2.1) holds for all q E [0,1].
It remains to be argued that (2.2) is also satisfied. Consider any q E[0,1] where t(-), P(-), and
P(t(.)) are continuous. Observe that each of these functions is monotone: hence this restriction
excludes at most countably many points. First, the theorem of the maximum implies that every cluster
point of {t,(q)})=L is an element of T(q). Now T(-) is single-valued at q since t(-) is continuous:
hence limn,,_ t,(q) = t(q). Second, observe from the definition of P(-) that P(-) is continuous at q
if and only if (-.) is continuous at q. Let p be any accumulation point of { P(q)}=l1 and let rk T q
and Sk i q be sequences of rationals. Then, for all k, Pn(rk)> P,(q) > Pn(k), and hence 4p(rk)>p >
(rk)- P(q), demonstrating
4(sk). The continuity of 0(-) implies p is unique and p = limk-_.
that lim,n
Pn(q) = P(q). Third, since t(.) and P(t(.)) are continuous at q, P(.) is continuous at
t(q) and, hence, 4(.) is continuous at t(q). Let p' be any accumulation point of { P(t f(q))}= 1 and
let rk' T t(q) and sk J t(q) be sequences of rationals. Observe that for every k > 0, there exists N(k)
such that tn(q) E (rk, sk) for all n > N(k). Consequently, P.(r') > Pn(t.(q)) > Pn(s'), for all n >
N(k), and 0(rk) > p'> 4(s)), for all k. As before, we can conclude lim n Pn(tn(q)) = P(t(q)).
fn(q) =f(q). Observe now
Finally, by our construction of f,n(), f - f uniformly, and so lim_n
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that since (P,, R,) supports a weak-Markov equilibrium for f,, we have for each n:
(A.6)

fn (q) - P (q) = 8[fn,(q) - P,( tn(q))]. -

By taking limits as n - 0oo,we see that (2.2) is satisfied for all but (possibly) countably many q.
Now consider any of the (at most countably many) excluded q (0,1]. Select a sequence of
nonexcluded qk such that qk T q. Since (2.2) is satisfied for all qk and since f,,(), P,(-), and
P,(t (.)) are left-continuous, we conclude that (2.2) is satisfied for q as well. This completes the proof
Q.E.D.
of the theorem.
Finally, we obtain the following proposition:
4.3: Along any weak-Markov equilibriumpath, the monopolist does not randomize,
PROPOSITION
except (possibly) in the initial period.
PROOF: Suppose otherwise. Then there exists a history after which the state is q and the
=
monopolist randomizes among elements of P(T(q)) to yield an expected price p2 < pl sup P(T(q)).
Define p' by f(q) - ' = 8[f(q) - p], i= 1,2. By (2.2) the price in the previous period must have
been p . We now claim that P(q) > p, showing that the monopolist could have profited by setting pl
instead. To see this, first observe that T(.) is a monotone increasing correspondence and so P(T(.)) is
a nonincreasing correspondence. Next, let qn be such that qn I q and P(T(q,)) is single-valued. Then,
[(1 - 8)f(qn) + 8S(q)] > (1 - 8)f(q) + 8p1 =pl, esusing (2.2): P(q) = limn o P(q) = limn0
Q.E.D.
tablishing the proposition.

APPENDIX B
COASECONJECTURE
THEUNIFORM
5.4: Suppose not. Then there exist > 0, a sequence {f, }n=1 cL,MN,a a
PROOFOF THEOREM
sequence of positive numbers { z, }=l - 0, and a sequence of weak-Markov equilibria {P, R, }=1
such that the initial price S.(0) > Efor all n > 1. Construct (P, R) as in the proof of Theorem 4.2. Let
y = inf{r: P(r) < E}. By left continuity, P(y)> E, but P(r) < e for every r>y. Recall that any
weak-Markov equilibrium has sales in every period; hence S (0) > E implies P.(0) > E for all n. But
since Pn is monotone and fn(q) < L(1 - q)a, we have P(1 -(e/2L)l/a)
f(!l - (e/2L)1/a) < E/2,
for all n > 1, implying that 0 < y < 1.
Case I: Suppose R(y) > 0.
Since Rn --R uniformly, there exists a rational q (y< q<l) and an integer nl such that
Rn(q) > R(y)/2, for all n > ni. Since q > y, P(q) < e, so there exists o > 0 and integer n2 such that
for all n > n2. We will establish a lower bound on the real time t before which the
Pn(q)< e price can drop by o, in equilibrium, and hence before which consumer q purchases. Consumer 0
prefers to purchase at the initial equilibrium price, which is at least e, to buying at a price below E- C
at time t, so 1 - E e-> t[ - (E - w)], or e-r < 1 - wo/(1- e + O). This gives an upper bound on the
profits attainable by the monopolist:
(B.1)

Rn()< )fP(x)dx+e-rtR

(q),

for all

n> n2.

Choose any integer m. Then for any consumer reservation price function P., the monopolist may
charge prices (m - l)/m,(m - 2)/m,.., l/m, respectively, in the first (m - 1) periods. This earns
the monopolist within 1/m of all "available surplus," within a factor e-(m-2)z of discounting. Hence
-- 0, there exists n3(m) such that rzn < 1/m2 for all
R,(0) > e-r(m -2)z{ foPn(x) dx 1/m}. Since z,
n > n3(m), and so:
(B.2)

Rn (O) > e-l/m

Pn(x) dx-l/m),

for all

n > n3(m).
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Since 0 < R(y)/2

< R,(q) for all n > nl, there exists an integer m such that (B.1) and (B.2) are

contradictoryfor n > max(nl, 2, n3(m)}.
Case II: Suppose R(y) = 0.

By hypothesis,(Pn, Rn) is a subgameperfectequilibriumfor all n. Supposethat, in the initial
period,the monopolistchoosesto deviateby charginga priceof e/2. Thisdefinesa subgame.We will
show that, for sufficientlylarge n, the positedbehaviorunder(P, R,) in this subgamecannot be
optimalfor both the monopolistand consumers.
Observethat any weak-Markovequilibriumhas sales in everyperiod;hence P,(O)> e for all n.
Customer0 is optimizingwhenhe purchasesat price e/2, so he must believethat the pricewill not
drop rapidlythereafter.In particular,let t, be the first(real)timein whichthe pricewill dropbelow
e/4. Then 1 - E/2 > e-rt"[l - e/4]. Letting e-' = (1 - e/2)/(1 - e/4), we have t, < t for all n. Thus
a price less than or equalto e/4 is not chargeduntil at least time t.
Recall that y has been definedso that P(y) > e. Therefore,thereexists a sequenceof rationals
ynt y such that P,(y,) > E/2 for all n. For arbitrarilychosen z > 0, thereexists n1 such that z, < z
for all n > i. Since R(y)=O,
there also exists n2 such that
R,-* R uniformly, and Yn-y,
R,(yn) < (1/4)eze-'t for all n > n2. Write n for max{(n, n2}. Meanwhile, let m be the greatest even
integer less than t/z. Let pl,...,Pm denote the first m priceschargedby the monopolistalong a
subgamearisingafter the monopolistchargesan initial price po = e/2. (When a mixed strategyis
called for in period1, let p, be the largestpricewhichthe monopolistrandomizesover.)Observethat
Pm> e/4. Following Gul-Sonnenschein-Wilson
(1986), let a, = E/2 - (2i/m)[/2 -Pm] for 0 < i
m/2. Define an alternative sequence pO,..., Pm/2 by p[ = min a,, p, } (for 0 < i < m/2). Observe

that, by followingp6..., Pm/2,the monopolist"does not lose time"on any sale and loses at most
since Rn(yn)< (1/4)Eze-rt and sinceeachsale beforetime
2(po -pm)/m on each sale.Furthermore,
t is at a price greaterthan e/4, the total numberof customerssold to at Pl,..., pm is less than z.
Let Vn denote the net present value of profits from following the equilibriumprice path
Pi, P2, P3, . aftera pricePo= e/2 was charged.Let VI'denotethe valuefromfollowingp{,..., P/2
in the first m/2 periodsand thencontinuingoptimally.Let VI"denotethe valueto the monopolistof
playingoptimally,beginningin the periodaftera pricePmis charged.Then:
Vn

-

Vn> [e-rt/2 - e-

]VJ" - (2/m)(

po -p)z.

We now place a lower bound on Vi'. Observethat, in the period after pm is charged,customer
1- (e/4L)l/a remains in the market, since by the upper bound on f,: P,(1 - (e/4L)l/a)
<f,(1 (e/4L)1/") < e/4. Meanwhile,customer1- (e/4L)/a/2 prefers to purchaseat a price of [1this period to purchasingat a price of zero next period. By Definie-rz]f(l- (e/4L)i/a/2)
tion 5.1, f,(l - (/4L)l/a/2)
> M[1-(1-(e/4L)/a/2)]
. Hence, a price of
=M(e/4L)2- (E/4L)1/a/2] to
induces all customers in the interval [1 - (/4L)a,1
(M/2a)(E/4L)(1 - e-)
purchase, so V,', > [1 - e-rZ](M/21 +a)(/4L) +(/a).
Recall that (po - Pm)< e/4 and m = t/z. Hence,for sufficientlysmall z (and the impliedn):

2
Vn,- Vn> (e-rt/2 _ e-rt)(1 - e-rz)( M/21+a) (e/4L)l +(l/a) - (e/3t)z
(1-- e-rz){(e-rt/2-

e-rt)(M/21+a)(e/4L)l+(l/a)

-(e/3t)(z2/(1Since lim

e-rz))}

0 (z2/(1 - e-rz))= 0, Vn'- Vn> 0 for sufficiently small choice of z. This contradicts our

hypothesisthat,for all n, (Sn,P,) is a subgameperfectequilibrium.

Q.E.D.
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